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i have been reading "the diary of an oxygen thief" by anonymous, that was published by pride and
agony. the writer is a frisian of my mother's era - she was born in stavanger, norway. she moved to

finland, and then went to america, where she married an american. i am enjoying the story very
much. it is a humorous book, and it makes me laugh. the writing is so pure and simple, and yet

something that is very difficult to write. it is rich in slang, and i always want to learn more words. i do
not know if what i have just said is correct, but i suppose that it is like the sensibility of the frisians. i

am not a frisian, but i love the book. i could not read it if it were not in frisian. i hope you will
appreciate the pure language in it. no, i can assure you that. the translations i have were with great
pains taken and revised by me. i did not do the translations myself. i am not capable of doing so and
i do not want to try, because i do not fully understand what is going on (and because they were not

paid). all is ok with me. i just wanted to add some clarity. i do not claim the authorship of the original
document. i am not a forger, not even a bad one. i am just trying to tell the truth, without putting

words in the author's mouth. if you find a bad translation, and you do not like it, simply request that
the translator send you the free, original document. there is a style sheet on the owl site which

contains the correct translation. there is nothing else wrong with the translations except that i did
not do them and i do not accept responsibility for them. the translations i have done for owl have

been revised by me.
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a historical adventure set in tudor times, perfect for fans of terry deary and philip ardagh's the secret
diary series.hal has a dream: to work as a gardener in king henry's palace in whitehall. but they say
the king has a terrible temper and when hal stumbles upon a royal party, he'll have to find a way to
prove to the king that he's not a spy. and if he doesn't, well, let's just say that hal may never live to

see his dream come true..this historical tale set in tudor times, from well-loved author pamela
oldfield, has inviting black-and-white illustrations by james de la rue and is perfect for children who

are developing as readers.the bloomsbury readers series is packed with brilliant books to get
children reading independently in key stage 2, with book-banded stories by award-winning authors

like double carnegie medal winner geraldine mccaughrean and waterstones prize winner patrice
lawrence covering a wide range of genres and topics. with charming illustrations and online guided
reading notes written by the centre for literacy in primary education (clpe), this series is ideal for

reading both in the classroom and at home. for more information visit
www.bloomsburyguidedreading.com.book band: brownideal for ages 7+ say there was a novel in

which holden caulfield was an alcoholic and lolita was a photographers assistant and, somehow, they
met inbright lights, big city. hes blinded by love. she by ambition.diary of an oxygen thiefis an

honest, hilarious, and heartrending novel, but above all, a very realistic account of what we do to
each other and what we allow to have done to us. 5ec8ef588b
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